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In the last issue of the Python Papers I wrote a long article about how ShowMeDo helps you to 
learn more about Python.  Since then we've added another 40 Python videos taking us to almost 380 
in total.  Including all the open-source topics we cover we have over 800 tutorial videos for you. 
Much of the content is free, contributed by our great authors and ourselves.  Some of the content is 
in the Club which is for paying members - currently the Club focuses purely on Python tutorials for 
new and intermediate Python programmers.  An update on the Club videos follows later.  
We were interviewed in October by Ron Stephens of Python411, you'll find the interview and all of 
Ron's other great Python podcasts on his site: 
http://www.awaretek.com/python/ 
Contributing to ShowMeDo: 
Would you like to share your knowledge with thousands of Python viewers every month? 
Contributing to ShowMeDo is easy, you'll find guides and links to screencasting software here: 
http://showmedo.com/addVideoInstructions 
To get an idea of what is popular with our viewers, see how the videos rank here: 
http://showmedo.com/mostPopular 
Remember that everything is previewed by us before publishing.  You may have to wait a few days 
before your video is published but you'll be safe in the knowledge that your content sits alongside 
other vetted content.  
We are very keen to help you share your knowledge with our Pythonistas, especially if you want to 
spread awareness of the tools you like to use.  Do get in contact in our forum, our authors are a 
friendly and very helpful crowd: 
http://groups.google.com/group/showmedo 
Free Screencasts: 
Django: 
We've had a lot of new Django content recently, mostly from Eric Holscher and ericflo.  Eric and 
Eric have produced an amazing 21 new screencasts to help you learn Django. 
Django From the Ground Up(13 videos), ericflo 
http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=PPN7NA155 
Setting Up a Django Development Environment (3 videos), ericflo 
http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=LY7fNbpc1 
Debugging Django (4 videos), Eric Holscher 
http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=RjHhY85GD 
Django Command Extensions, Eric Holscher 
http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=3eB8j5P3b 
 
To commemorate the launch of Django v1 I produced a 1-minute quick intro with backing music by 
the great Django Reinhardt to help raise awareness of the team's great effort: 
Django In Under A Minute, Ian Ozsvald 
http://showmedo.com/videos/video?name=3240000&fromSeriesID=324 
Python Coding: 
Florian, a longer-term ShowMeDo author, has created two series which introduce Decorators and 
teach you how to do unit-testing. 
Advanced Python(3 videos), Florian Mayer 
http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=D42HbAhqD 
Unit-testing with Python(2 videos), Florian Mayer 
http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=TUeY7z7GD 
Python Tools: 
We also have videos on the Python Bug Tracker, the Round-up Issue Tracker, using VIM with 
Python and another in a set explaining how to use Python inside Resolver System's 'Excel-beating' 
Resolver One spreadsheet. 
Searching the Python Bug Tracker, A.M. Kuchling 
http://showmedo.com/videos/video?name=3110000&fromSeriesID=311 
An Introduction to Round-up Issue Tracker, Tonu Mikk 
http://showmedo.com/videos/video?name=3610000&fromSeriesID=361 
An Introduction to Vim Macros (7 videos), Justin Lilly 
http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=0oSagogCe 
Putting Python objects in the spreadsheet grid in Resolver One, Resolver Systems 
http://showmedo.com/videos/video?name=3520000&fromSeriesID=352 
Club ShowMeDo: 
In the Club we continue to create more specialist tutorials for new and intermediate Python 
programmers.  Membership to the Club can either be bought for a year's access or gained free for 
life if you author a video for us.  
You'll find details of the 115 Python videos for Club members here: 
http://showmedo.com/club 
Lucas Holland has joined us as a Club author having authored many free videos inside ShowMeDo. 
In this 9-part series he introduced the Python Standard Library: 
Batteries included - The Python standard library(9 videos), Lucas Holland 
http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=o9MBQ758M 
I have created two new series which walk you through loops, iteration and functions: 
Python Beginners - Loops and Iteration (7 videos), Ian Ozsvald 
http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=tIZs1K8h4 
Python Beginners - Functions (6 videos), Ian Ozsvald 
http://showmedo.com/videos/series?name=4oReffvYq 
